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INFLUENCE OF THE FEATURES OF INFRARED DETECTORS
ON THEIR USEFULNESS IN THERMOGRAPHY

Tadeusz Piotrowski (Warsaw)

Institute of Electronic Technology, Warsaw Technical University

Fast progress of thermographic technology in the

world creates new problems, among them evaluation

of the usefulness of IR detectors in thermography.

This article analyzes the influence of characteristic

features of IR detectors on their application in

thermographic installations. NEP, D*, sensitivity,

time constant, and spectral range of the detector

are considered. An example of a detector whose

-spectral sensitivity range is well matched to the

second atmospheric window (8 - 13 p m) and to human

body emittance is CdHgTe detector. Comparison between

CdHgTe and PbTe photoconductive detectors shows that

the latter are better suited for work at higher

object temperatures. Formulas for thermal and

angular resolutions of thermographic assembly

.4 as a function of the parameters of detector are

discussed. Commonly used thermographs and detectors

with which they are equipped are mentioned. Finally,

parameters of PbTe detectors, used in a 15-71-03

thermograph developed at the Institute of Electronic

Technology at Warsaw Technical University, are described.
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1 . INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen a fast progress in thermographic

technology in the world. In Poland several prototype installations

have been made, and simultaneously some basic research was initiated

in several scientific centers. One of the problems which appeared

in the course of these investigations is evaluation of the usefulness

of IR detectors in thermographic technology.

Two types of the detectors of infrared radiation have found

1use in thermography. The first type are thermal detectors, in which

the radiation absorbed in a thin blackened surface layer causes

an increase in the temperature of the sensitive material of detector.

This is the group of nonselective detectors, whose spectral range of

work reaches submillimeter waves. Changes of temperature of sensitive

material in these detectors are found by measurements of thermoelectric

potential (in thermoelectric junctions), of changes in resistance

(in thermistors), of the expansion of gas (in Golay detectors) or

in spontaneous polarization (in pyroelectric detectors). The second

type are photon detectors, in which the effect of absorbed quanta

of radiation energy upon the properties of semiconductive material

may be registered as a result of appearance of photoelectric

* phenomena (photoconductivity, photovoltaic and photomagnetoelectric

* 4effects).

There is a large choice of the types of IR detectors which

can be actually used in thermography. So far, the most frequently

.... ...



applied detectors are photoconductive and photovoltaic detectors

made from InSb, CdHgTe, PbTe and from admixed germanium. More

recently tests are being made with pyroelectric detectors. Detectors

working in known models of thermographs are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Detectors used in thermographs.

DtcktorCzas analiy

Typ I rodzaj temperatury zakrcs obrazu
termografu dctektora pracy widmowy (s)

: ,_ _ _(K) ([m)

AGA 680/102B I1116
AGA 750 InSb 77 2+5,6 1)25

Szwecja __

Barnes T-4 termistor otoczenia 2+1000 6min

Barnes T-6 piroclck- otoezenia 2 1000 30

" 1 USA tryczny

* Barnes RM-0 InSb 77 2+5.6 1

-USA _ _ _ _ __ ___ _ _

Bofors T-101 InSb 77 2+5,6 0,25

Szwccja (CdVgTe) (77) -(8+15)

Bofors T-102 InSb 77 2+5,6 0.5

Smcja (CdI-gTe) (77) (8+ 15) ________

LEP Ge:ll 30 '14 0,5
Franc)a I (InSb) (77) 245,6 _

41 Politoehnika

Warszawska PbT. 77 1,1 5,7 1 Min

15-71-03
Polska

I

Columns: Type of thermograph; Detector: type of detector, working

temperature (K), spectral range (Jim); Time of picture analysis (sec).

Szwecja = Sweden, Francja = France, Polska = Poland, Politechnika

Warszawska - Warsaw Technical University, otoczenia z ambient
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2. PARaMTERS OF DETECTOR AND THEIR INFLUENCE UPON

CHARACTERISTICS OF THlERMOGRAPH

A detector, as an element sensitive to infrared radiation

sent by an object, exerts decisive influence upon parameters of

thermograph and the spectral range of its work. For this reason,

detector has to be always chosen from the point of view of

usefulness in a thermograph with defined application and assumed

values of parameters. Often during the planned work it is found

that no detector is available which would fulfill all the require-

-ments, since favorable factors are not always going in pairs

and have to be replaced by others.

a) Time constant

For most of the detectors the dependence of sensitivity

on the frequency of modulation can be described by the fomula

! 4 (1.1)

where:

- time constant

Co- sensitivity at small frequencies.

If r is a frequency at which sensitivity of the detector

decreases by 3 dB in relation to the sensitivity at small frequencies

then the time constant is defined by the expression

-,(1.2)
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The speed of response of the detector to a signal, determined by

the time constant, has influence upon the time of analysis of the

temperature distribution of an object. The dependence of the

minimum time of the duration of analysis of a picture upon the

time constant of detector, using the standard 150 lines x 150 points,

is shown in Figure 1.

%101

II

I" to 1" 1- c

Figure 1. Dependence of the minimal analysis time on the

time constant of detector (at the standard 150 lines x

150 points). Ordinate: Recording time (sec). Abscissa:

Time constant (psec).

4 . It is found that a detector with the time constant about 0.5 psec

enables to obtain the analysis time of 1/25 sec (standard T.V.).

It seems that at present time this is a sensible limit for

*applications in thermography.

.1
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b) TEP, normalized detectability, censitivity

These parameters are defined analytically in the

following way:

R- NEP (noise equivalent power) is determined from the relation

NEP j Z' 1

where:

Sm Us . ratio of the potential of signal to potential

of noise,

P- effective value of radiation power falling on the

*l detector,

4f- equivalent noise beam;

- normalized detectability (Jones's) is defined as follows

in which A - sensitive surface of the detector;

- sensitivity is the ratio of the potential of output signal

to the power of radiation falling, which causes this signal, measured

under matching conditions

Ci V-),~~ (Wlv



Quite often we use concepts of normalized spectral detectability D;

of detector, and of spectral sensitivity c, , given for a specific

defined wavelength of radiation.

These listed parameters are used to determine detection

capabilities of detectors. Here, NEP, D* and D: serve to describe

detector properties for small signals, at which the effect of noise

is considerable. The limiting curves (graphs) arising from the

noise potential are usually given in descriptions of the characte-

ristics of detectors; they define the range of work. As an illustra-

tion, Figure 2 shows the effect of photon noise, dependent on the

4temperature of background, on the normalized spectral detectability D.

10

10

Figure 2. Theoretical dependence of the normalized spectral

detectability of detector D;(. fAf) on the long-wave

radiation limit )v at various temperatures of background
and considering only photon noise /6/.
deetblt fdtco (!,1)o h ogwv



The photon noise has a white spectrum and does not depend on

polarization of the detector. It defines the limiting detection

characteristics in cases where other types of noise can be

neglected.

The comparison of detectors by means of NEP, D* and D*

is often inaccurate. It happens that these parameters depend on

the angle of vision of detector and on dimensions of the sensitive

layer /13/. Large discrepancies may occur for detectors with long

and narrow layers. It was found on the basis of observation that

sensitivity plays large role in the evaluation of usefulness of

a detector for thermography. Sensitivity does not depend on size

of the sensitive surface of detector (in the range of linear

dependence of signal potential on the incident power), nor does it

depend on characteristics of radiation source. The sensitivity is,

therefore, the decisive parameter, since it defines the potential

of signal at the detector outlet, and the large value of this

potential allows to level off the worse noise properties of the

4' thermograph. This is particularly important for universal

systems, in which it is difficult to avoid external disturbances.

When giving sensitivity of a detector, it is necessary

also to give the signal-to-noise ratio.

c) Spectral sensitivity range

The basic factor affecting the usefulness of a detector

for a given thermographic assembly is its spectral sensitivity

range. This follows from dependence of the spectral distribution
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of power of IR radiation falling on the detector on the temperature

of object and on absorption of the center.

In thermographs which are intended for measurements of

radiation passing through the earth atmospher- we utilize only

the clear windows through the atmosphere: 3.5 - 5 1m and 8 - 13 -im

(Figure 3). On the other hand, in medical thermography where the

source of radiation is human body at the tenperature about 310 K

we can utilize a broader spectral range, for instance from 3 plm

to 13ijm. An example of a detector whose spectral range is well

matched to both the mentioned applications is CdHgTe detector.

CdHgTe detectors cover the range of the second atmospheric window

and are also sensitive in the region of of the highest emittance

of human body (Figure 4).

Let us compare, for instance, photoconductive detectors

made of CdHgTe and of PbTe. Figure 5 shows the temperature depen-

dence of the power radiated through black body, in ranges corres-

ponding to those of the utilization of detectors CdIgTe (8 - 13 pm)

and PbTe (1.1 - 5.7 pin). Calculations were made utilizing the

distribution of radiation power of a black body (Figure 4). It

follows from the graph shown in Figure 5 that above the temperature

530 K (2570C) a larger radiation power falls on the PbTe detector

than on the CdHgTe detector (in the range of their sensitivities).

In this connection the PbTe detector is more suited for work at

higher temperatures. Moreover, the PbTe detectors cover the range

of the first window of atmospheric transmission, hence they can be
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~0,6

I _

0 1 2 3 5 6 Z 8. 11 12 1 14

Figure 3. Spectral transmission of earth atmosphere

at the distiance 2000 m at sea level /3/.

Ordinate: Transmission (arbitrary units); Abscissa: Wavelength

I

4'

4540 j 4 6 6 7 8 8 10

~Figure 4. Spectral distribution of the emittance of
back body at its various temperatures (310 K - temperature

i of human body).

Ordinate: Emittance; abscissa: Wavelength.

II

i.
!57"

4 7 3l°I7/ .
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2-I

Tempeofwx c10oa czarepfK)

Figure 5. Dependence of the ratio of emittance of black

body on the temperature (range A = 8-13 m - typical for

CdHgTe detectors, range A = 1.1-5.7 Jim - typical for PbTe

detectors).
iOrdinate: P 8-13 /P 1.I1-5.7 (arbitrary units)

-Abscissa: Black body temperature (K).

also applied in thermographs serving for measurements at long

distances. In practice, the PbTe detectors are very universal

(versatile) and, despite the fact that their spectral characte-

ristic is moved to the side of shorter wavelengths, they probably

could be utilized successfully in medical studies.

Figure 6 shows spectral characteristics of the most

often used detectors of IR radiation.

d) Working temperature of detector

The working temperature of sensitive layer of a photon

detector exerts important influence on its properties. On the whole,

photon detectors made of the same material have the long-wave

threshold moved towards shorter waves (among others lead halogens

make an exception) and have a better detectability, when they are
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S14

7 7

I - InSb (kit wklzmfl 60') ra 77 X Muflud
I- P-bS r-300 x
i-nSb (kit widreai. 2n) r- 77 K

4 4-CdJ1Te r- 77 K *

J-00:112 r- 33Kx

6- Gc:C" T- 4.2 K
7-ISb r- 300K

8 - flologmir pfroekk&uyczy 7- 320 X
9 - difgTe T: 193 K

1O-CdgTe 7r 29s x
1)- PbT* T- 77K ITL P.W.

Figure 6. Spectral characteristics of detectors.

Ordinate: Detectability; Abscissa: Wavelength,

Ograniczenie promieniowaniem tla =Limit caused by

background radiation; kat widzenia =viewing angle.

[8] Pyroelectric lBolozneter
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used at lower temperatures. Thermal detectors work usually at

an ambient temperature (of surroundings) and their parameters

do not depend on this temperature (an exception are pyroelectric

detectors which work normally at the Curie temperature).

At present, cooled photon detectors are used most frequently

in thermography. Cooling of detectors to the temperature of liquid

nitrogen does not cause any problems under laboratory conditions.

*Detectors cooled to 77 K are generally used in thermographs for

_laboratory measurements, for industrial purposes and in the

majority of instruments used on the surface of Earth. However,

l* for certain special measurements, for instance performed with

the aid of flying objects, it is more convenient to use noncooled

detectors.

The users of thermographic instruments pay attention to

the period of time through which the sensitive layer of detector

Amaintains its working temperature. For detectors cooled with

liquid nitrogen, and having a vacuum insulation, this period of
4

time may last from I hour to 1 day, depending on size o! the rznctor

and on actual needs. For detectors cooled to the temperature of

liauid helium (4.2 K) the time of work is several hours. For

instance, the all-metal insulation of a detector of Mullard company,

with outside dimensions 400x200 mm, the nitrogen space capacity 1 1

and helium capacity 700 m, enables the continuous work for the

time of at least 7 hours.

In some types of detectors the inlet aperture is cooled

to reduce the background radiation.
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3. TI1ERMOGRAPH PARAMETERS DEPENDENT ON PROPERTIES OF DETECTOR

In addition to the thermograph parameters already discussed -

- time of the analysis of picture and spectral range of work -

we can distinguish two more parameters dependent on character:;tics

of the utilized detector.

a) Thermal resolving capacity

The thermal resolving (resolution) capacity of a thermograph

AT. is defined as the smallest difference between temperatures which

can be observed. It is described as a difference of temperatures

between two black bodies at temperatures T and T+AT.., recorded by

means of a thermograph with mechanical selection and a point detector.

The value of AT..can be found from the relation /4/:

A1T z/ f I T

4t 2D*f (-A-)T (3.1)

44 As
-4

where:

A - sensitive surface area of detector,

- aperture angle of the optics-detector system,

Af - beam width of selective amplifier,

- transmission coefficient of the optical system,

- transmission coefficient of the atmosphere on the

path of source-detector,
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_ normalized detectability of detector,

dk-)T monochromatic emittance of black body at temperature T ,

A 1,- limit values of spectral sensitivity range of detector.

The relation (3.1) may be presented in the form

AT. (3.2)

where is a factor determined by parameters of the detector-

-optics-amplifier system, whereas ( characterizes the influence

of spectral power distribution of radiation source and detectabilitj

of the detector.

The value of JT. is the lower, the steeper is the course

(curve) of the radiation power of source in a given spectral range,

and the higher Is the value of the normalized detectability of detector D'.

An increase of the sensitive surface of detector A , as well as i

higher transmission of medium ',, also improve the thermal

resolving capacity.

- b) Angular resolving capacity

The angular resolving capacity (resolution) is defined

by means of the relation /6/:

" ¥ b. n r ,(3.3)

where:

d - inlet diameter of optical system,

A.- sensitive surface of detector,

l7
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- normalized detectability of detector,

S - signal-to-noise ratio,

£ - density of radiation power sent out by surface unit of

the object at the difference of temperatures ATm I K.

it. - thermri rsolvj n ability,

P - number of points in the picture,

H - number of pictures per second.

It is assumed here that the time constant of the detector

is so small that it does not affect the value of the ancular resol-

vring capacity. Also, we neglect here the effect of the wavelength.

The largest influence on the angular resolvin , ability

is exerted by the inlet diameter of optical system. Apart from

effects of the parameters of detector and sourceyit is found that

the recrolving capability becomes worse when the analysis of picture

is fast. In general, slower systems ensure a better angular

resolving ability.

4. CONCLUJSIONS REGARDING THE USEFULNESS OF PARTICULAR TYPES

OF DET2ECTORS IN TIERMOGRAPIY

Discussions carried out in Part I indicate the necessity

of matching spectral characteristics of detector to the spectral

range of radiation emanating from the object. It is necessary to

choose detectors with possibly broad spectral range of sensitivity

to be able to utilize the largest part of power radiated by the

object. However, in practice such an idealized situation cannot be

realized because, with an increase of wavelength, detection parameters
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of detectors become worse, the costs increase as well as the labor

to prepare the detector to work (the necessity of use of special

transmission materials in infrared, the necessity of cooling the

sensitive layer in photon detectors). The angular resolving ability

also decreases. The angular rovolving capability becomes worse with

an increase in wavelength, as a conscquence of the wave nature of

radiation. For instance, the angular resolving ability of photo-

graphic equipment working in the visible range is better than in the

infrared region.

It seems that the upper limit of the spectral range of

a detector used in thermography is ' = 11-13. m; 13 Pm is the

*limit for thermographs measuring the radiation passing through

the earth atmosphere, and 11 ,m - for the remaining thermographs.

*In practice, the conditions of matching the spectral range

of detector to the temperature of measured object are very often

not observed. As an example may serve thermographs of AGA company

used for medical purpose, which employ InSb detector cooled to the

"4 temperature of liquid nitrogen. Often, thermographs are used where

the conditions of measurement force us to give up the spectral

matching. This takes place in microscopic thermographic arrangements

and also in systems requiring an extremely high resolution.

An essential role in thermographic applications is played

by the fast speed of reaction of detector. For thermographs with

a short time of picture analysis of less than one second, working

in broad-band system, we need fast detectors, whose frequency

characteristic of sensitivity in the working range has a steady

" i J. --.. ... ...
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course, and the value of time constant amounts to a few microseconds

at the most. We use then the detectors of InSb, CdIIgTe, ZnHgTe,

or admixed germanium. It is difficult in these systems to avoid

deformations caused by nonuniform distribution of angular and

thermal resolution ability.

The system of selective modulation provides the possibility

of avoiding the mentioned deformations; moreover, it enables to

employ detectors with larger time constants.

In therrographs type 15-71-03, developed in the Institute

of Electronic Technology, at the Warsaw Technical University,

working at modulation frequency f = 500 Hz, we employ PbTe photo-

conductive detectors with time constants of the order of ten or so

microseconds, and with sensitivity equal to at least ten thousand

volts per watt (Table 2). High sensitivity of these detectors

should enable to use them at a modulation frequency higher than

it follows from the value of the time constant. Moreover, this

I high sensitivity enables to use the PbTe detectors for recording

4

thermograms in the presence of external disturbing fields.

When detectors are used for thermography of objects with

large radiation power, for instance lasers, the value of permissible

power JV., falling on the surface of sensitive layer is important.

For instance, the company Laser Precision Corporation /14/

produced for this purpose a pyroelectric detector KT-2000 intended

for cooperation with a CO2 laser. This detector has the value

= 100 W/cm2
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(500 K, 500 II. I lI I)

Cit~ NEP D-Rw__,.o ___-I. ___

DP-245-41 16000 1,8" 10- 1 3,5 •109 20 20

P255-65 17 8O0 1,63* 10-' 3,681 1010 11 0,35

20-255-70 107001 2.7-1l0--- 2,22 -10@ 40 4,5

L77000 6- 10-3 , .101 - 0,6

Table 2. Parameters of photoconductive PbTe detectors cooled

with liquid nitroren, employed in thermographs of the Insti-

tute of Electronic Technology, Warsaw Technical University

(500 K, 500 Hz, 1 Hz)

Columns: Detector symbol, Sensitivity, NEP, D# T R.
4 - time constant of detector; - resistance of sensitive

layer.

Recently produced pyroelectric detectors represent progress

in research. They are quite universal (versatile), but their

parameters are not much different from parameters of detectors

used at present.
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Summary

Recently great Vrogrcs-t in tlicrinoraphy technologies has been made. fllcause of it a new problem
IPPcared: woet,n'% of I.R. dztectors to these applications. The auithor analyses thic influence (if an I.R.
detector paraincters on iti application in thcrnioigraphy. NEP. D)', sensitivity, timec coinstant andi stwvtral
range of the detectot arc taken into account. An example of a detector whosc sieCtral ranlge is well ma~tched
It) the second atmnospheric window (H-I13 11m) and to humian bod ml nittance it detector (Tllig e. Com1-
Parison b.-tween Cdil gic and t'bTc photoconductive detectors shows that thios latter arc betty; suiited
ID higher ta, gut tempvratuire. Frmunila% for Itherni-Al and anguolar r emitutions of the; nillgraphic a1 Seitibly

aa foun tionl ot deccto i pa ante let are i cused. Commony uscd thiniogim aphs And dctcctmir , %it
3 whith they ate mtquipped ate mentioned. P'aramteters of I.R. detec:tors used in tlmcrniogtaph 15-71-03 mdt

in Inslti of ICLtcrun Itchnology. Warsaw Fechnical Univei-ity. arc describe~d.
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